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Supplement S1. Emission estimates and gapfilling methods per greenhouse gas and per site.
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ESTIMATION OF EMISSIONS
Annual NEECO2 =GPP-Re

REF.
1, 2, 3

Annual NEE is calculated from 30 minute
night fluxes

Re = R10 exp E ((1/ 283.15−T ) −1/(T −T )
0

0

0

R10 and E0 are fitted from30 minutes
average night time per month or shorter
when required.

ABBREVIATIONS
NEE= net ecosystem exchange
GPP= gross primary production
Re = ecosystem respiration
R10= respiration at 10 °C
T0= fixed T at 227.13 K E0=
activation energy
Fc= ecosystem flux
PPFD= Photosynthetic photon flux
density
α, β and χ are parameters

α .P PFD . β
Fc =
+ χ
α .PP FD + β

Annual Re is calculated from a regression
given by
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Re = R10 exp E ((1/ 283.15−T ) −1/(T −T )
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NEE CH4 = ∑ FCH4i Tav
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with FCH4 30 minute measured eddy
covariance flux or the gap filled flux given
by

NEECH4= annual emissions of CH4
FCH4= 30 minute flux of CH4
Tav = averaging time
T= 30 minute soil temperature
U –=30 minute wind velocity

FCH = exp a + bT + cU
4

a, b and c are factors in the regression
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NEE CH4 = ∑ FCH4i Tav
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FCH 4 = exp a + bT

with
a and b are factors in the regression and
are different per site and per landform
The factors a and b are given per site per
landform in Schrier-Uijl et al 2009.
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EEC = Ebgnd + Efert
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NEEN2O= annual emissions of N2O
EEC = emission measured by eddy
covariance
El = indirect emission due to
leaching and run-off
Ed = indirect emission due to
deposition
Ebgnd = background emission
Efert = direct emission due to
fertilizing events
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